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abstract
We present a procedure for deriving the weakest precondition for a database update and an integrity constraint. We show how to simplify the weakest precondition to produce a condition to be evaluated before the update is
performed. This provides an efficient means to ensure that database updates
maintain integrity constraints.
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Introduction

In this paper we apply program derivation techniques [4, 5] to the task of efficiently
checking the safety of database updates. Unlike many integrity constraint checking
papers [2, 8, 10], we deal with the update “programs” themselves rather than just the
resulting inserted and deleted tuples. In this sense our work is related to verification
of transaction safety [11].
A database update is safe if it is guaranteed to maintain the truth of the database’s integrity constraints [11]. We present a procedure for deriving the weakest
precondition for an update and a constraint. This new condition can be combined
with the update to form a conditional update. If the condition is true in the initial
state, the constraint is guaranteed to be true after the update is performed. If the
constraint is also true in the initial state, the conditional update is safe with respect
to the constraint. In this case, we can further simplify the condition to be evaluated
before the update is performed. Because the derivation of the weakest precondition
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and subsequent simplification is independent of the current database state, it only
needs to be performed once, as a preprocessing step to produce the safe conditional
update.
This provides a method for efficiently checking that updates maintain integrity
constraints before performing them.
We consider a set oriented update language, based on that given by Wallace
[12], and first-order conditions and integrity constraints. The update language is
equivalent in power to SQL updates and more expressive than those considered by
Bry et al. [2], Lloyd et al. [8], and Nicolas [10], We present a formal description of the
effect of an update. We then show how to transform a constraint with respect to an
update to produce a new condition. We prove that this new condition is the weakest
precondition of the update and constraint, and show how to simplify the condition
to be checked before performing the update.
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Definitions

Let U be a universal domain consisting of a countably infinite set of constants. A
database is a tuple hR1 , . . . , Rn i, where each Ri is a finite named relation over U ki for
some ki ≥ 0. A database update U is a mapping from one database, B = hR1 , . . . , Rn i,
to another, U (B) = hR10 , . . . , Rn0 i, where each Ri and Ri0 have the same arity. We
require the mapping to be partially recursive and C-generic for some finite set of
constants C. (See [1] for an explanation of the C-genericity condition.)
A formula (resp., sentence) is a first-order, function-free formula (resp., sentence)
in some fixed language. If R, R1 , . . . are relations, then r, r1 , . . . are the corresponding
predicate symbols.
A valuation for a formula F is a mapping of the free variables of F to elements of
U. For a database B, formula F (resp., sentence G) and valuation ν for F , B |=ν F
(resp., B |= G) is defined as usual in model theory to mean F (resp., G) is true in B
with respect to the valuation ν. We say a valuation ν 0 extends another valuation ν
(ν 0 ≥ ν) if the domain of ν 0 is a superset of the domain of ν and the restriction of ν 0
to the domain of ν is identical to ν.
A sentence F is a precondition for an update U and a sentence H if, for every
database B, B |= F implies U (B) |= H. A precondition F for U and H is a weakest
precondition for U and H if, for every precondition G for U and H, and for every
database B, B |= G implies B |= F .
For later use in describing the effects of statements in our update language, we
introduce the following notation and two simple lemmas. Let R be a relation in a
database B, and Φ(x) a first-order formula with free variables x = x1 , . . . , xn . Then
B 0 = B[R 7→ R0 ] denotes the result of replacing the relation R in B by R0 . In practice,
R0 is either R ∪ {x | B |= Φ(x)} or R − {x | B |= Φ(x)}, i.e. Φ(x) is evaluated in the
current database B and the resulting tuples are added to (resp., deleted from) R.
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Lemma 2.1 B[R 7→ R ∪ {x | B |= Φ(x)}] |=ν r(u) if and only if B |=ν r(u) ∨ Φ(u).
Lemma 2.2 B[R 7→ R − {x | B |= Φ(x)}] |=ν r(u) if and only if B |=ν r(u)∧¬Φ(u).
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Updates

Our update language is adapted from Wallace [12]. It is syntactically simpler but can
be shown to have the same expressive power [7]. Let R be a named relation, and Φ(x)
a first-order formula with free variables x. Then foreach x : Φ(x) do insertR(x), and
foreach x : Φ(x) do deleteR(x) are statements in our language. If S1 , . . . , Sn are
statements in our language then (S1 ; . . . ; Sn ) is a statement in our language. For
example, adding the tuple a to the relation R would be written foreach x : x = a do
insertR(x). Sometimes we will abbreviate this statement as insertR(a).
The effect of a statement in our language is given informally as follows. The
statement foreach x : Φ(x) do insertR(x) (resp. foreach x : Φ(x) do deleteR(x)) is
executed by evaluating Φ(x) to produce a set of bindings for x and then adding to
(resp. deleting from) R each x tuple. The statement (S1 ; . . . ; Sn ) is executed by
first executing S1 , then executing S2 , and so on.
Example 3.1 To give a salary increase of 10% to all employees who earn over $10,000
we could write the following statement sequence.
foreach e, s : emp(e, s) ∧ s > 10000 do insert T(e, s);
foreach e, s : t(e, s) do delete Emp(e, s);
foreach e, s, snew : t(e, s) ∧ snew = s × 1.1 do insert Emp(e, snew )
where T is a suitable, initially empty, temporary relation. 2
The update defined by a statement S in our update language is denoted [[S]] and
is given as follows.
1. [[foreach x : Φ(x) do insert R(x)]](B) = B[R 7→ R ∪ {x | B |= Φ(x)}]
2. [[foreach x : Φ(x) do delete R(x)]](B) = B[R 7→ R − {x | B |= Φ(x)}]
3. [[S1 ; . . . ; Sn ]](B) = [[Sn ]](. . . [[S1 ]](B). . . )
Clearly, for every statement S, the mapping [[S]] is a database update.
Lemma 3.1 Let S be a statement and H a sentence. Then a sentence F is a weakest
precondition for [[S]] and H if, for every database B, B |= F if and only if [[S]](B) |=
H.
Proof Suppose that, for every database B, B |= F if and only if [[S]](B) |=
H. Clearly, F is a precondition for [[S]] and H. Further, for all databases B and
preconditions G for [[S]] and H, B |= G implies [[S]](B) |= H, as G is a precondition
for [[S]] and H, and hence, by assumption, B |= F . That is, F is a weakest precondition
for [[S]] and H. 2
3
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Constraint transformation

In the context of program derivation, Dijkstra [4] defined a predicate transformer wp
as follows. For any command S and predicate H, wp(S, H) denotes another predicate F such that execution of S in a state satisfying F guarantees that S will terminate
in a state satisfying H.
Similarly, in our database context, we define a constraint transformer wp for a
statement S and a formula H. Informally, execution of S in a state satisfying wp(S, H)
guarantees that S will terminate in a state satisfying H.
Let H be a (possibly open) formula, Φ a formula with k free variables and r a kary predicate symbol, for some k ≥ 0. We write H[r 7→ r ∪ Φ] (resp., H[r 7→ r − Φ])
for the formula resulting from the replacement of every occurrence of r(s) in H by
(r(s) ∨ Φ(s)) (resp., (r(s) ∧ ¬Φ(s))).
Definition Let S be a statement in normal form and H a (possibly open) formula.
Then wp(S, H) is defined as follows:
1. wp(foreach x : Φ(x) do insert R(x), H) = H[r 7→ r ∪ Φ]
2. wp(foreach x : Φ(x) do delete R(x), H) = H[r 7→ r − Φ]
3. wp(S1 ; . . . ; Sn ), H) = wp(S1 , . . . wp(Sn , H) . . .)
Note that these equations define wp, and not the semantics of statements as in [5].
The following example illustrates how to construct wp(S, H) according to the
definition above.
Example 4.1 Let H be the constraint ∀x (p(x) → q(x)), and S the statement
S1 ; S2, where S1 is the statement foreach x : r(x) do deleteP(x), and S2 is the
statement foreach y : s(y) do insertP(y). Then,
wp(S, H) =
=
=
=

wp(S1; S2, H)
wp(S1, wp(S2, H))
wp(S1, ∀x ((p(x) ∨ s(x)) → q(x))
∀x (((p(x) ∧ ¬r(x)) ∨ s(x)) → q(x))
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We now present a series of lemmas leading to a proof that wp(S, H) is the weakest
precondition for [[S]] and H.
Lemma 4.1 Let S be the statement foreach x : Φ(x) do insertR(x), H a formula
with free variables z, and ν a valuation for z. Then, for every database B, B |=ν
wp(S, H) if and only if [[S]](B) |=ν H.
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Proof The proof is by induction on the structure of H. Lemma 2.1 is used in the
base case, H = r(x). Simple induction is used when H = H1 ∧ H2 , H = H1 ∨ H2 , or
H = ¬H1 . The only nontrivial case is H = ∀ y H 0 , which is given in full below. (By
renaming, we can assume that x and y are disjoint.)
B |=ν wp(S, ∀ y H 0 )
⇐⇒ B |=ν (∀ y H 0 )[r 7→ r ∪ Φ]
⇐⇒ for all ν 0 ≥ ν, B |=ν 0 H 0 [r 7→ r ∪ Φ]
⇐⇒ for all ν 0 ≥ ν, B |=ν 0 wp(S, H 0 )
⇐⇒ for all ν 0 ≥ ν, [[S]](B) |=ν 0 H 0
⇐⇒ [[S]](B) |=ν ∀ y H 0

(definition of wp)
(semantics of ∀)
(definition of wp)
(induction hypothesis)
(semantics of ∀)
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Lemma 4.2 Let S be the statement foreach x : Φ(x) do deleteR(x), H a formula
with free variables z, and ν a valuation for z. Then, for every database B, B |=ν
wp(S, H) if and only if [[S]](B) |=ν H.
Proof As for Lemma 4.1, but using Lemma 2.2 in place of Lemma 2.1. 2
Lemma 4.3 Let S be the sequential statement (S1 ; . . . ; Sn ) and H a sentence.
Then, for every database B, B |= wp(S, H) if and only if [[S]](B) |= H.
Proof Assume inductively that, for every database B, sentence H 0 , and statement
sequence S1 ; . . . ; Si , 1 ≤ i < n, we have B |= wp((S1 ; . . . ; Si ), H 0 ) if and only if
[[S1 ; . . . ; Si ]](B) |= H 0 . Then
B |= wp((S1 ; . . . ; Sn ), H)
⇐⇒ B |= wp((S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1 ), wp(Sn , H))
⇐⇒ [[S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1 ]](B) |= wp(Sn , H))
⇐⇒ [[Sn ]]([[S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1 ]](B)) |= H
⇐⇒ [[S1 ; . . . ; Sn ]](B) |= H

(definition
(induction
(induction
(definition

of wp)
hypothesis)
hypothesis)
of update)

Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 (with ν empty) provide the base cases. 2
Theorem 4.1 Let S be a statement, and H a sentence. Then wp(S, H) is the weakest
precondition for [[S]] and H.
Proof The result follows immediately from Lemmas 3.1, 4.1, 4.2,and 4.3. 2
To apply Theorem 4.1 we construct wp(S, H) and evaluate it before performing
the statement S. In the next section we describe how wp(S, H) can be simplified
before it is evaluated.
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Simplification

To simplify the condition wp(S, H) we take advantage of the fact that H is already
true in the initial database B. In this case we show how to construct a simpler
formula wp0 such that wp0 is true in B if and only if wp(S, H) is true in B.
The following example illustrates the derivation of a weakest precondition and its
subsequent simplification.
Example 5.1 Let H be the constraint ∀x (p(x) → q(x)), and S the statement
foreach x : r(x) do insert P(x). Then,
wp(S, H) = ∀x (p(x) ∨ r(x) → q(x))
≡ ∀x (p(x) → q(x)) ∧ ∀x (r(x) → q(x))
≡ H ∧ ∀x (r(x) → q(x))
Given that H is true in B, we thus need only check wp0 = ∀x (r(x) → q(x)) to
determine whether wp(S, H) is true in B and, hence, whether performing S will
cause the new database to satisfy the constraint H. Checking ∀x (r(x) → q(x)) in
the current database is simpler than checking H in the new database because we only
need to check q(x) for the new values of x that will be added to P . 2
We have the following results describing some circumstances under which a constraint of a certain form is simplifiable with respect to an update of a certain form,
given that the constraint is true in the current database. Without loss of generality
we consider constraints in prenex conjunctive normal form.
Clearly, an update which only inserts into (resp., deletes from) predicates appearing positively (resp., negatively) in a constraint cannot cause the constraint to be
violated in the updated database if it was true in the current database.
More interestingly, the following lemma gives a further condition under which
wp(S, H) can be simplified.
Lemma 5.1 Let B be a database, Di a disjunction of literals lij , H a constraint of
the form ∀x (D1 ∧ . . . ∧ Dn ), and S a statement. Suppose that the constraint H is true
in B and that some predicate that S inserts (resp., deletes) occurs negatively (resp.,
positively) in H. Then there exists a simpler formula, wp0 such that wp0 is true in B
if and only if wp(S, H) is true in B.
Proof For simplicity of presentation, we assume S is a single foreach statement
and the updated predicate appears only once in the constraint H. Let S be the
statement foreach x0 : r(x0 ) do insert P(x0 ), and lij be ¬p(s). Then,
wp(S, H) =
≡
≡
≡
≡

∀x (D1 ∧ . . . ∧ (li1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬(p(s) ∨ r(s)) ∨ . . . ∨ liki ) ∧ . . . ∧ Dn )
∀x (D1 ∧ . . . ∧ (li1 ∨ . . . ∨ (¬p(s) ∧ ¬r(s)) ∨ . . . ∨ liki ) ∧ . . . ∧ Dn )
∀x (D1 ∧ . . . ∧ Dn ∧ (li1 ∨ . . . ∨ lij−1 ∨ ¬r(s) ∨ lij+1 ∨ . . . ∨ liki ))
H ∧ ∀x (li1 ∨ . . . ∨ lij−1 ∨ ¬r(s) ∨ lij+1 ∨ . . . ∨ liki )
∀x (r(s) → li1 ∨ . . . ∨ lij−1 ∨ lij+1 ∨ . . . ∨ liki )
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given that H is true in B. This last formula is simpler to check than wp(S, H) because
it consists of only one of the two conjuncts in a formula equivalent to wp(S, H). 2
Both referential integrity constraints and functional dependencies can be expressed
as constraints in the form required by Lemma 5.1. Hence they can be simplified in
this manner.
Depending on the form of S and H, greater simplifications than Lemma 5.1 suggests may be possible.
Example 5.2 Let H be the constraint ∀x (p(x) → q(x)), and S the statement
foreach x : r(x) do insert P(x) ; foreach x : r(x) do insert Q(x). Then,
wp(S, H) =
≡
≡
≡

∀x (p(x) ∨ r(x) → q(x) ∨ r(x))
∀x (p(x) → (q(x) ∨ r(x))) ∧ ∀x (r(x) → (q(x) ∨ r(x)))
∀x (p(x) → (q(x) ∨ r(x)))
true

given that H is true in B. Thus S may be performed safely without checking wp(S, H)
at all. 2
It is worth noting that for this example, the methods described in [2], [8], and [10]
would all require checks equivalent to ∀x (r(x) → q(x)).
Under certain circumstances, notably when inserting and deleting facts, we may
also simplify the weakest precondition when the constraint contains an existential
quantifier following the outermost universal quantifier.
Example 5.3 (See [9, p. 58].) Let H be the constraint ∀x∃y (p(x) → q(x, y)), and
S the statement delete Q(a, b). Then,
wp(S, H) = ∀x∃y (p(x) → q(x, y) ∧ x, y 6= a, b)
≡ ∀x∃y (x 6= a → (p(x) → q(x, y) ∧ x, y 6= a, b))∧
∀x∃y (x = a → (p(x) → q(x, y) ∧ x, y 6= a, b))
≡ ∀x∃y (x 6= a → (p(x) → q(x, y))) ∧ ∃y (p(a) → q(a, y) ∧ y 6= b)
≡ ∀x∃y (p(x) → q(x, y)) ∧ ∃y (p(a) → q(a, y) ∧ y 6= b)
≡ H ∧ ∃y (p(a) → q(a, y) ∧ y 6= b)
≡ ∃y (p(a) → q(a, y) ∧ y 6= b)
given that H is true in B. 2
Furthermore, because we treat updates as a whole, we can also simplify some
constraints whose outermost quantifier is existential.
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Example 5.4 Let H be the constraint ∃x p(x), and S the statement sequence
delete P(a) ; insert P(c). Then,
wp(S, H) =
≡
≡
≡

∃x (p(x) ∧ ¬(x = a)) ∨ x = c
∃x (p(x) ∧ ¬(x = a)) ∨ ∃x x = c
∃x (p(x) ∧ ¬(x = a)) ∨ true
true

given that H is true in B. 2
Of course, it is not always possible to simplify wp(S, H).
Example 5.5 Let H be the constraint ∃x p(x), and S the statement delete P(a).
Then,
wp(S, H) = ∃x (p(x) ∧ ¬(x = a))
which cannot be simplified. 2
At present, we are unable to completely characterise the conditions under which
a constraint is simplifiable with respect to an update. However, we can identify
certain important special cases including constraints expressing referential integrity
and functional dependencies. Also, we note that the problem of simplifying wp(S, H)
given that H is true in B, is a special case of semantic query optimisation [3]. Hence,
the techniques applicable to semantic query optimisation are also applicable here and
offer further avenues for simplification.
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Conclusion

The ability to compute the weakest precondition of a database update and a firstorder sentence leads to an efficient method to ensure that database updates maintain
the truth of integrity constraints.
In the context of relational databases, our method of constraint simplification is
at least as good as, and offers the following advantages over, the methods described
in [2], [8], and [10].
• The simplified constraints can be evaluated before the update is performed.
• The update is considered as a whole rather than just a set of separate updates.
This allows simpler constraints to be generated.
• A more powerful update language is considered which allows parameterised, set
at a time, updates.
8

In contrast to the method described in [6] and [9] we describe a simple method
for constructing the weakest precondition (for a more expressive update language)
and explicit conditions under which it can be simplified. These include the common
constraints expressing referential integrity and functional dependencies.
McCune and Henschen [9] describe a method for integrity constraint simplification
which effectively calculates wp(S, H). An incomplete method for simplifying wp(S, H)
is described but no claims about its effectiveness are made.
Stemple and Sheard [11] describe a method of integrity constraint simplification
which also operates on the update procedure. Their update language is less powerful
than ours and it is not clear how much simplification is possible with their method
which is based around a modified Boyer-Moore theorem prover.
We believe our approach to be both simpler in presentation and more general in
scope than the above methods. We treat a more powerful update language and derive
simpler conditions to check. Our method can be applied without change to derived
relations defined by non-recursive rules.
Wallace [12] describes a method for compiling integrity constraints into update
procedures. He deals with an equivalent update language and also handles recursive
rules. His method extends the methods based on “recursive update consequences” [2]
by considering a more powerful update language and a transformation similar to wp.
It produces simplifications similar to our method.
Extending the generation of weakest preconditions to deductive databases with
recursive rules and integrity constraints is a straightforward task. It remains to be
done to apply the semantic query optimisation techniques extended for recursive rules
described in [3] to help simplify weakest preconditions with recursion.
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